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COA Best Practices 

Processing EDRs versus COA after an Election: 
 Always process Election Day Registrations (EDRs) before processing anything from COA. 

o This includes: SVRS queues - COA Express, Pending Apps >> COA as well as returned election mail.  

 Generally, it is best to process COA-related items last.  

Providing proper notification to a new county after a nonforwardable election mailing is returned listing 
a new permanent forwarding address in a different county: 

 A copy of the returned nonforwardable election mail should be sent to the new county by scan/email, fax or 

standard mail as notification. 

 Before sending the notification to the new county, verify that the move date on the yellow return label is 

more current than the application date on the voter record and the last instance of voting history. 

o The voter record cannot be updated by the new county to the address listed on the return label 

unless the move date is newer than both the last instance of voting history and the application date 

on the voter record.  

 If the move date is not the most current date, the record should be challenged as you would with a returned 

nonforwardable that does not list a permanent forwarding address on the return label. 

 M.S. 201.12 provides county that received the returned nonforwardable mailing the option of inactivating 

the voter record before providing notification to the new county, but this should only be done if the move 

date is the most current date. 

 Use the precinct finder (http://pollfinder.sos.state.mn.us) to verify the county in which the new address is 

located.  

 May need to move yellow return label so new county is able to see the voter name and previous address 

information on the front of the returned mailing.  

 Keep the original returned mail for internal records. As with voter registration applications, record should be 

retained for 22 months.  

Handling a notification from another county when the voter record is listed in SVRS as Inactive: 
 Inactive records should only be activated through the Manual NCOA process if the move is between counties 

and the previous county inactivated the record, as allowed by M.S. 201.12 before forwarding the returned 

mailing to your county.  

Handling nonforwardable election mailings returned as undeliverable with a PO Box located in a new 
county listed on the yellow return label: 

 Notification should not be provided to the new county. 

 This type of returned mailing would be processed like a PVC that is returned as undeliverable without a new 

permanent address listed on the yellow return label. 

Handling in-state COA notices (green stripe) returned as undeliverable with a PO Box listed on the 
yellow return label: 

 These returned notices cannot be processed through the Manual NCOA process because a PO Box is not a 

residential address. 

 The returned COA notice should be processed like a returned PVC that does not list a new permanent 

forwarding address. 
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 In the case that the residential address on the voter record cannot receive mail, the PO Box may be entered 

as a mailing address on the voter record according to your county process for handling PO Boxes. 

Handling an out-of-state COA notice (yellow stripe) that has been returned as undeliverable: 
 Look up the voter record in SVRS. 

 Cancel the pending inactivation or reverse the inactivation. 

 Queue a standard PVC to be sent to the Minnesota address on the voter record. 

 If the PVC is returned as undeliverable, challenge the voter record. 

Receiving a notification from an individual other than the voter that they have received a COA notice, 
(green in-state or yellow out-of-state), for an individual that does not live at their address:  

 CANNOT discuss a voter record with an individual who is not the voter. 

o Instruct individual to mark the card “Not at this Address” and return the notification to Post Office.  

(Warn individual who lives at address that PVC will arrive and for them to return to Post Office as 

before.)   

 Upon receipt of undeliverable notice by county, look up the voter record in SVRS. 

 Update the voter record to Challenged – Postal Return.  

 Queue standard PVC to be sent to address.  

 Inactivate voter record upon return of PVC.  

  




